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Angel expert Tina Marie Bertoli answers your questions with angelic
advice. Email your question or issue to prediction@predictionmagazine.com
ANGEL ANSWERS...

Abundance
issues

Q

I do healing work for a
living. How will I create
the shift to security and
abundance in my life?
Jennifer, email

A

Q

Angel school

I was inspired to teach parents
how to teach their children about
angels. I know that children are so
open and intuitive and sometimes, as they
get older, they shut down... but I believe
that by introducing angels to children at
a very young age, it can enhance their
guidance and intuition.
Angels seem to be an easy way for
me to teach my children about spirituality
(my children are very young). I have
written a workshop about this which
was definitely guided by angels. I do still
have a few things to add, and so I am
wondering what is the most important
thing that a parent should know and keep
in mind when teaching a child about
angels? What is the best way for me to
get this workshop out there?
Teresa, email

ANGELS

A

What an important question
and issue, Teresa, thank you for
sending it to us. The angels are
so powerfully around you to help you in
every last detail of not only this workshop,
but in getting this message out there
through you. They also say that they have
been a part of this creation process from
the beginning and you’ve been the
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perfect channel to speak and work
through. And they’ve practiced with
you through your own children.
It is so important that all children grow
up and have a clear and open perspective
of the angels, as they can see them in
ways that many adults cannot. So
listening to their stories and experiences
is part of the process. And teaching them
about who the angels are – Divine ‘friends’
in spirit that guide them throughout their
lives giving them support, direction,
protection and love so they know they
are never alone.
The most important message is to
believe in themselves, and the magic that
is within each and every one of them, just
like the stories of Harry Potter! They need
to know they have everything within them
to manifest their deepest desires. And to
respect and love one another, honouring
the paths of all other people, too.
Don’t worry about how to get the
workshop out there. Let the angels take
care of that. Just begin offering the class
first in the local community, get flyers
out, post it on your website, newsletters,
everywhere you can! Tell everyone about
it so they share it, too. And the angels will
bring both parents and children to you!

There is some old energy
around lack and limitation
that stems from childhood.
I see patterns of feeling ‘less
than,’ or ‘not enough.’ I also
see that you’re body temple is
malnourished so energetically
and physically you’re depleted.
By focusing on your physical
body, eating more salads and
vegetables and training your
mind through meditation
and prayer to see yourself as
successful, powerful and more
than enough, you will begin to
create new energy in your life.
Your body is a vehicle to
express love, but can’t properly
do so if it’s toxic with bad food
and negative thoughts. You are
on track to create your own
business and so maintaining a
healthy body, mind and spirit is
going to help you attract better
circumstances, people and
situations, as well as the money
to support you. This is a key
ingredient to your feeling more
centred, refreshed, intuitive so
you can attract more clients,
students and prosperity!
Believe in yourself and lean into
your angels as they guide you
through every moment.

SPIRIT

Should I change my job?

Q

Should I go for a
different position
doing something
I’d rather be doing?
Linda, email

A

I feel that you’re
current job isn’t
fulfilling you. The
people that surround this
work environment aren’t
the type to inspire you
to lead a more loving and
fulfilled life. And this is
why you are feeling
discontent. Do you know
that you deserve to be
happy? That it is your
natural state of being?
When we are in any
conflict due to our
current choices, we need
to re-evaluate things. It’s
a sign from the angels
that a change is needed. But we have to be willing to trust and act on those
intuitive hints that we are receiving. This job helped you up until now
financially and in other ways. But does it make your heart sing? It’s OK if it
doesn’t. The angels aren’t asking you to quit your job overnight. They will
help in the transition. They will do it over time so that you can comfortably
make the changes that will support you along the way. Just start doing a
little of what you love every day. Each one of us was designed to fulfill our
deepest unlimited potential, and when we utilise our gifts and talents the
Universe supports us in doing what we love because it is our birthright.
So trust in the angels and know that changes are on the way.

Open my chakras

Q
A

How do you open your heart and third
eye to the angels?
Rebecca, email

Energy flows wherever we place our
attention. So by spending time every
day focusing on your heart, third eye and
other chakras, they begin to open. Call in the
angels, thank them for further opening these
centres, and your auric field will expand to
receive high angelic vibrations. Then you can
more clearly feel, hear, see and know your angels.
Sit in a comfortable position and breathe in
slowly and deeply. Feel the angels surrounding
you, particularly Archangels Michael (protection),
Jophiel (beauty) and Raphael (healing). As they
connect with you, visualise Raphael’s healing
green light opening up all of your chakras,
particularly the heart and third eye. Bring your
awareness into gratitude and give your fears,
worries and doubts to Michael as he cleanses
and protects you in white light. And then open
your heart to feel Jophiel’s pink energy enter and
affirm, “I am open to receive the love, messages
and guidance of my angels. It is safe for me to
see and feel and I am grateful that communication
with my angels is part of my every day experience.”
Do this for a few minutes every day to build that
Divine connection and strengthen your intuitive
muscles to enhance your entire life.
Email your angel questions to prediction@
predictionmagazine.com. Visit tinamarie444.
com for more info on our angel expert

Motherly love

Q

How do I improve my relationship with
my 14-year-old daughter? We don’t
argue necessarily, but it’s like one of us
has to have the last word.
Pamela, email

A

Your daughter wants to be listened to
and supported. Although teenagers can
be a lot to handle, they are super sensitive.
They are growing and developing, with their
hormones in full effect, and they really don’t
know who they are. They will be irrational and
dramatic. But if you need to have the last word,
you will make it worse and build a wall between
you. Then she won’t want to confide in you
because she will feel judged and attacked.
Listen with love, allow her to be where she
is at and check yourself to see where you’re
coming from before you respond. Engage in
activities with her that she would love – her
favourite movie or restaurant – to strengthen
your bond and help her feel that you have her
back, no matter what. Then at night, meditate.
Meditation is a great way to work energetically
on the relationship, calling in her higher self and
speaking to her from yours.
Remember on a soul level you agreed to
incarnate together to learn from one another.
By honoring this, know your buttons will be
pushed, but see it as an opportunity for you to
heal and grow together rather than apart.
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